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1. From Fort Worth to the 
Cloud 









In the 21st century, work is 
an activity and not a place.  



2. Record Keeping and 
Data



www.texasmuseums.org





NEEDS ASSESSMENT



Timeline
 Finding Alternative Futures (FAF) took root a decade ago when TAM 
focused its efforts in earnest on building the capacity of Texas museums.
 
● 2011   TAM focused workshops on museum best practices
● 2012   TAM joined The Summerlee Foundation’s panel examining capacity issues
● 2014   The Summerlee Foundation published The Summerlee Commission Report 

on the Financial Sustainability of History Organizations: Summary Findings and 
Recommendations

● 2014-2015   TAM offered Capacity Building Series in three regions
 

·   



Timeline cont.
● 2016   TAM partnered with The Summerlee Foundation to conduct “Sustainability 

Forums” in four regions of the state
● 2016   TAM created the framework for a two-year project to help organizations 

address their capacity challenges with the help of an experienced coach
● 2017   TAM asked the Houston Endowment for support to engage this work in the 

Houston museum community. The Summerlee Foundation had already committed 
as a funder with $40,000. The Houston Endowment saw the potential and granted 
$526,000 for Finding Alternative Futures: Sustainability Through Coaching

● 2017  Finding Alternative Futures: Sustainability Through Coaching began
● 2019 Finding Alternative Futures: Sustainability Through Coaching concluded



Needs Assessment
● September to November 2020
● 148 Organizations Identified
● 27 Survey Questions
● 19 Surveys Completed
● Areas of Special Interest

○ Assessing a museum’s digital 

strategy

○ Developing proposals for 

financial support

○ Informing organizational 

decision-making

○ Managing vendor 

relationships

○ Using social media for 

community engagement



FINAL TOPICS
● Operational Capacity and Continuity: Transitioning towards increasing digitally-enabled operations 

requires establishing new priorities and policies for business continuity.
● Digital-Savvy Leadership: Managing today requires agile thinking, continuous and varied 

communication efforts, and other responsive actions. Understanding how digital tools and platforms 
support these key functions is critical.

● Online Programming: Virtual visitors are here to stay. Designing desirable online experiences and 
supporting them effectively through digital means is now a core program need.

● Community Engagement: Museums must use digital platforms to connect with and grow stronger 
in their community collaborations.



Q: How are you collecting and analyzing 
data? What tools are you using? 



3. From Broadcasting to 
Audience Engagement 



Audience Participation 
Use Cases 



Interviews and Performances 



Behind-the-scenes Tours



Workshops and Classes



Conferences and Symposia







“This conference was organized and happened on a single platform. It was easy to find more 
information and to engage with speakers. The choice of conference app was a phenomenal 
decision”.

“Can we say all? But really it was the opportunity to feel included. That gets lost in other meetings, 
so it was refreshing to know my opinion was valued.”

“Overall I think just the fact that the system was user friendly....it was totally a more relaxed 
learning atmosphere and I was able to attend some of the 'talk' sessions and actually participate.”

“The fact that I can go back and listen/review for three months is a total success for me!!!
Also being able to interact with everyone via messaging system during and after sessions - gives 
the ability to carry on conversations with more than one person without feeling I'm being rude.”



Audience 
Participation in Zoom 









Advanced Audience 
Participation with 
Breakouts

















Q: How have you increased audience 
participation in your digital programs? 
What has or hasn’t worked for your SMA? 



4. Monetizing Digital 
Programs





TAKEAWAYS
● Making money from digital - need highly desirable content and/or large 

scale to be profitable
● Your audience is your most valuable and prolific source of new ideas - 

measure and collect feedback on all programs!
● To grow following on social media, make your content relevant to your 

community, current events, and follower's everyday lives
● Money from social media content requires many followers and high 

quality content posted regularly - investment is required
● Think about and plan for global distribution and audience, because 

digital content is accessible to anybody from anywhere





Q: What are some ways that you are 
monetizing your digital programs? Where 
have you seen success? Where can we 
avoid pitfalls? 



Future Directions



ADVOCACY







Q: Is your state pursuing broadband 
initiatives? What impact do you think this 
will have on museums? 



“The future is already here -- 
it’s just not very evenly 
distributed.”  

- William Gibson



Q & A 

Thank you!

       alex@texasmuseums.org


